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a b s t r a c t . 'J'hc abrupt deertase in the thermal eoiiductivily of metals observed near 
11k: meltinn^  point is explained on the assumption that the frequency of vibration c»f molecules 
Mlflcrs a cliange nt^ ar the melting point. The ratio of thermal ('ondiictivities in the solid and
2
liquid phases near the melting point is shown to be given by r3 wjicre Ko is the boltzninn
(vaibbmt and is the entropy of melting. This is found to be in good agreement \\itli
.r til
observed values. Tlie slight decrease in the thermal eondiictivitv in the liquid pliase is 
iiseribed to the disordered state in the liquid.
The tlieniial conductivity of normal metals in the liquid state jnsl above 
the melting point is about half as great as that of the solid metal just below 
tlie melting point. Certain abnormal metals, however, such as bismuth and 
antimony which arc poor conductors in the solid, increase their conductivity on 
melting. The abrupt change in thermal conductivity at the melting point has 
not been explained so far. An attempt is here made to explain such a change 
from the point of view of modern theory of electronic conduction based on wave 
mechanics.
From the standpoint of modern theory, the expression for the thennal 
conductivity of a metal should contain two additive terms, one due to the 
lallice and the other due to electron conductivity. A. H. Wilson’ gives the 
(■ ((nation as
1 j I «o’’KoTk  =  pchi + - .
3
K is the thermal conductivity ; /) the density, c the atomic heat, I the election 
mean free path in the lattice; u the velpcily of elastic waves in the lattice (sound) j
the number of free electrons per unit volume ; '  the “ relaxation time”  
(average time between collisions); K,> the molecular gas constant ; T the absolute 
tfiniierature. If we write the erj[Liatiuu as
K .^5“ .<orK;iT
pr ■’ 3
19
il is ill the form'
T423P—n i
pr 1
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This assumes that r X  T ”“ ’ and In (X 1'*“  ^ and that p and ( compensate as to their 
temperature effects.
The equation in this latter form is experimentally verified by data on tin, 
K 1lead and zinc.^ Values of plotted as ordinate against _  as abscissa give
pc r
straight lines with intercepts on the 3-axis and these intercepts turn out to he 
Kthe values of --  for the molten state. The conductivity for the molten stale
includes the residual atomic conductivity as well as that due to electrons.
The conductivity of an insulating liquid is very small (i per cent, or
less than that of a conduclorh Hence the last term on the right is,
very , likely, almost entirely electron conductivity. The tempeialure effect for 
the solid is easily .seen to be entirely due to the elastic lattice. The data indicate 
little or no temperature effect in the li(]uid state. The sharp decrease of Ihennal 
conductivity at the melting point fiom the solid to the liquid condition has not 
been explained.
In a .solid each atom vibrates alx>ut a mean position (which is fixed)
independently of the remaining atoms. In a liquid the atoms vibrate about mean 
positions which while not fixed move with velocities small compared with the
f  IvTvelocity of the order of magnitude -- with which the atoms vibrate. This
V
simple picture^ of a li(|uid near its melting point has furnished valuable 
information regarding the physical properties of the liquid near the melting 
point.
(iuggenheim and Fowler^ have shown that if there are N positions of 
minimum potential energy in the quasi-crystalline liquid and that if each atom 
moves about a position of minimum potential energy in a field corresponding to 
an isotropic three-diineiisional liannonic oscillator of freiiiiency v/ and il the 
I'orresponding frequency in the solid is denoted by v, , the entropy of melting 
is given by
A.
'1\
3 Ko log - i f Ko
where is the molecular heat of melting, T,n the melting temperature, Ko the 
Boll/.man constant. The exjiression given above is based on the assumption 
amongst others that the vibrations are effectively classical, /a ., that the 
temperature of melting Tm should be large compared \\illi the characteristic 
hvtemperature
Ko
Mott and ( lUniey have iiointed out that it is only a rough
approximation to lelaiu the extra factor e in the partition function {H(T)}^ as
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li;ts done by Kyiing. The true factor is not a eoustaiit hut varies wilb-
tLinpcrature becoming more nearly unity near the meitiug iH)int. In ll,iat case 
the term Ko in the above equation will fall to a very small fraction of K„ and.tlie
lactoi containing ’ becomes more important, Mott' lias apidied tlicse consi
” I
derations to exidain the change in clectiical conductivity on melting accoiding 
to the modern theory of electronic conduction in metals.
According to Bloch', in a pure metal the electrons move to a first 
approximation without resistance amongst the ions which are vibrating in an 
iiicgular fashion. It is only to a second apinoximatiou that there is any 
interaction between electrons and lattice vibrations so that the conduction of 
Ileat is a second-order effect. Further, it is shown by Bloch that a finite free 
path is caused by the heat motions of the lattice, so that the free path is reduced 
by raising the temperature. According to this view all the electrons in a metal 
are free but it does not follow that they are all conduction electrons. Actually’ 
the free electrons in a solid form open and closed groups in much the same 
way as do electrons in an atom and it is only when there arc open groups 
that conduction electrons exist In this way it is possible to arrive at a theory 
of thermal conduction rvhich embraces both metals and semi-conductors. 
The conductivity depends on the extent to which the electrons may be considered 
free, to the ease with which they move from atom to atom under the
influence of the temperature gradient.
According to Bethc’ the thermal conductivity at fairly high temperatures 
i.s given by
hWito
H(.nu tleiiolcs the number of free electrons per atom, M and m the juas^ s
of the vibrating atom and the electron respectively, the radius of the first
Hohi orbit, K'denotes the vvtlve mimber of an electron at the top of the Fermi- 
distribution, H the kinetic energy of such an electron, C is a constant dependiiijg 
on the interaction between tlie metallic ion and a free election which is a property 
of the ion rather than the crystal structure. K' depends only on tlie specific volume 
and so will not alter appreciably on melting. ®  is the characteristic temperature., 
In the expression for the thermal conductivity the guanlitics which change when
.JT ‘ Jp* ^
mcltiug takes place are and ©. The change in K ' is comparativelyah' ujs.
small since the volume change is at most five per cent, for it can be shown
that is nearly twice the maximum energy of the Fermi-dislribution'and
dK'
this depends only on the volume. Hence any cliauge in the thcrnial conductivity
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fiom Ihe solid to tin.- li(|iiid iimsl Ik- altiilmted to a diangc in W. Hidwell's 
ex()eriiiiciils show that tlu; conduc-tivity at the nicltiiiH point is almost entirely 
deetrouic. Jlenee we write for K at tlie iiidtiiiy point the expression
K K „ \ 2«„M K ' / ,/KrU, //K',,0y (' J  7r'^ ;ii C \ f/K'y 
'I'lic chalice in thermal eouduelivily on meitiiiK is th e re fo re  i i^ven hy
Table 1 shows the extent to which the hypothesis is in ayreement with 
experiment.
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Alumiuiiini, lead and sodium crystallize in the cubic form. Tin is 
tetragonal body-centered, zinc is hexagonal. Aiitiomony and bismuth are well 
known to be of complex crystalline structure and so do not invalidate the 
suggestion put forwaud. These metals are always excei)tional as compared with 
others. For instance the ratio of electrical resi.stance of solid to that of the 
liquid is about 0.5 as compared to values in the neighbourhood of 2 for other 
metals. It is well known that bismuth contracts on melting in contradistinction 
to other metals. It is also found that the velocity of sound" in liquid bismuth 
is greater than the velocity in solid bismuth in the neighbourhood of the melting 
point in contradistinction to other metals. Excluding the case of antimony 
and bismuth the agreement between calculated and observed values is fair. 
The lower conductivity in the liquid is due to the greater amplitude of the atomic 
oscillations and not to any extent to the irregularity of the arrangement of the 
atoms as contrasted with regular arrangement in the crystalline solid. For 
sodium and aluminium, the assumptions on which the calculation is based,
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ii.uHtiy that I IS than , is hardly juslilicd and Irihc llic niuu" correctK()
Sp) L'hSlOll
" ‘ " ' - i  _  ,3 K()T„
hVl
„ K o T „ _ ,
1^  (l.scc foi lu ratio ’ ' in tlic lal)lc. K\As rcgaids the values of the values
/
air taken from Konno's'^ paper (the only data found in the literature). The 
diop in conductivity at the incltinj  ^ point found by Bidvvcll in the case of zinc 
agrees with the data of Komio.
If the decrease of ihennal coiiduclivity in liquid metals is due entirely to 
llie change in the value of v, the thermal conductivity ought still to be independent 
of temperature. It is found that the values of thennal conductivity in the liquid 
slate decrease slightly with lem{>eratare. While Konno's data suggested this, 
Ills results did not extend far enough to prove it. But recent experiments of 
Bidwell ijrove l^eyond doubt a slight decrease of thermal coiiduclivity. The 
slight decrease in the liciuid phase might be ascribed to llie disordered state of 
the liquid.
Ill conclusion, it gives me very great pleasure to record iny thanks to 
Professor A. Venkata Rao 'Pelang for his guidance during the i»rogress of 
tliis Avork.
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